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In the search for a transition to a productive and attractive place that becomes a refe-
rence node in the territory, the privileged environment in which Rødberg is located and 
the available resources on it, allow us to work with the existing without breaking into 
operations outside its cultural and territorial identity. This leads us to propose a series 
of small operations that together act as an organism in constant transformation that re-
turns activity into Rødberg in a sustainable way, always looking outwards, to its relations 
with Numedal valley and its central position on it, in order to establish a programme that 
better respond to all its inhabitants. It is precisely in these inhabitants, in their knowle-
dge, tradition and skills where the proposal seeks its success, which is why the word 
Dugnad is chosen, in reference to the community work of the inhabitants of Rødberg as 
the only way to achieve our goal.

It is in the valley where our proposal begins, studying local traditions, farming, and the 
rest of productive and leisure activities to guide the elements that will be placed in 
Rødberg. Together with this, the aim is to design a project in which science and innova-
tion are prominent, and includes the latest mobility strategies being carried out in the 
region.  

All of this leads us to establish three main strategies that seek to improve Rødberg and 
its relationship with the productive territory, so that it gradually becomes a meeting 
point of reference in Numedal valley, maintaining its activity throughout the year inter-
twining productive and residential uses in harmony with its natural environment and 
heritage.

Dugnad
Bokmålsordboka
dugnad m1 (norrønt dugnaðr ‘hjelp’; beslektet med duge) (sammenkomst 
med) felles gratis innsats for å gjøre et arbeid
holde, gjøre dugnad / bedehuset ble reist på dugnad / bygge en vei på dug-
nad

Dugnad 
Nynorskordboka
dugnad m., m1 (norrønt dugnaðr ‘hjelp’; av duge, jamfør II dovning) (samko-
me med) felles, gratis innsats for å gjere eit arbeid
halde, gjere dugnad / byggje veg på dugnad

Renaturalization 

The proposal aims to bring back the surrounding nature to the city center and se-
veral adjacent streets, recovering green areas that had been occupied by vehicles 
or buildings in poor state. At the same time, we propose recovering shore side 
areas to achieve a green route that integrates all the elements of the project.

Tracing connections

One of the main objectives is to trace connections between different parts that 
make up Rødberg in order to allow them to work together. Starting with Main 
Street, the proposal seeks to introduce a new safe and sustainable mobility plan 
that carries the activity to other areas, including Rødberg School or Bergtun Care 
Centre. For this operation, it is proposed the improvement of a green ring that runs 
Rødberg around its lake, and includes some new pedestrian bridges and walkways 
that avoid the isolation of some areas.

A new program

As the brief of the competition proposes, the driving force of the action lies in the 
incorporation of a new programme in Rødberg. To do this, we reuse all existing 
empty buildings and propose the construction of new buildings only in necessary 
cases and using local construction techniques. The proposal incorporates an adap-
table square that, with minimum resources, tries to respond to multiple situations 
and become one of the first attractions that would guide Rødberg’s transformation.
 

The project proposes an implementation process by stages, relying on available 
resources to achieve an economically sustainable development, where the first 
phases - with a smaller budget - can be carried out quickly and soon start to gene-
rate activity and profits that can contribute to finance the development of subse-
quent stages. 

It would be in the necessary collaboration between Rødberg inhabitants, the admi-
nistration and other professionals and parties  where main development decisions 
should be taken, as different parts of each stage can be developed at the sime 
time, in order to choose which direction should follow the future of Rødberg and 
when will all happen.
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stage 0: attract
6 months

Creating a main social meeting place, capable of attracting people from inside and outside Rødberg, put-
ting together local production, innovation and tradition is the main goal of this stage. For this, we propose a 
sustainable development based on reuse and recovery of existing buildings and facilities, and the creation of 
a new adaptable square capable of responding to any required situation. With a minimum effort and a rapid 
implementation, it will provide Rødberg from social activity that will be the best starting point for next stages.

stage 2

stage 1

stage 0

stage 1: improve
12 months

With the possibility of being developed at the same time as stage 0, this stage seeks to improve Main Street 
in order to have a safer area full of activity, where pedestrians can enjoy new meeting spaces and commer-
ces in direct contact with nature, as new green areas and terraces appear in the design replacing the current 
retaining walls. New commerces and aparments are placed on empty buildings and electric cars parking lots 
integrated with nature appear at both starting points of the street. 

stage 2: extend
18 months

Having created an attraction for inhabitants and second home dwellers, this last stage seeks to complete the 
recovery and development of shore side green areas, develope new connections and build new productive 
dwellings with workshops/farms that will bring new inhabitants to Rødberg and give opportunities for local 
young people. For this buildings, we propose a wooden structure that can be developed by local craftsmen 
continuing local building tradition, at the same time that it allows new ways of living and space flexibility. 

In the central place of the area, directly related with the lake and existing buil-
dings, a grid in the floor allows multiple configurations.

Local carpenters and craftsmen create a series of prefabricated wooden colum-
ns, beams and panels, as well as fabric covers, that can be stored at the old fire 
station.

Without the need of special machinery or specific knowledge, that elements can 
be easily handled and assembled for creating different structures.

popular sports competitions

holding local competitions of different 
sports or becoming the starting/finish 
point of events like triathlon.

sunday market

promoting local products from farms, 
craftsmen and businesses from all 
Nore og Uvdal productive territory.

holiday/weekend camp for 
young people

benefitting from its position by the 
lake, this seasonal activity would bring 
young people to Rødberg.

science / innovation fairs

connecting and coordinating all Kons-
berg Region advances in innovation in 
fields like energy and mobility.

others...

any kind of festival or activity imagined 
by inhabitants can be easily achived in 
this space.

theater / concerts / outdoor 
cinema

hosting a cultural calendar that will 
bring people together every weekend.

Terraces 

Main Street

Bråflåtvegen

Uvdal river
Farming + Dwellings

e-car workshop

Turntable ramp Leisure park

Bus Stop e-car parking

construction processbuilding modules agregation housing modules. relation between construction elements.

Productive Dwellings

Restaurant at 
Food Procesing Plant

Train turntable ramp

School connection

Science Center
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old railway facilities and leisure park area

04
Old train garage building is recovered to turn it into a new café and tourist office 
that connects Main Street activity with the new program along Leisure Park. The old 
railway turntable is also recovered to become a ramp that softly descends to Leisure 
Park level. In the direct surroundings of this elements, outdoor terraces and meeting 
places are incorporated.

05
The existing buildings around the adaptable square are recovered to provide them 
with activity and integrate them into the general plan. One of them is the new Food 
Processing Plant, next to it there is a new building that houses the restaurant and the 
shop, located on the lake shore. Together with the possible uses that can accommo-
date the square, it seeks to become a reference point for local rich food culture and 
products from farms along Nore og Uvdal region.

06
Along Leisure Park there are houses and workshops for young people who pursue the 
idea of living and producing in the same place in a sustainable way, in harmony with 
the surrounding environment. In this way, the aim is to enhance local craftsmanship 
while offering opportunities for young people to prevent them from leaving Rødberg.

main street

01
At Main Street the width of the car lane is reduced and with it its speed, in order to 
obtain a wider and safer pedestrian space that favours the places of social meeting 
and benefits local commerce. At the same time, terraced green areas replace the 
current retaining walls and bring surrounding nature into Rødberg centre.

02
New apartments are introduced on the upper floors of vacant buildings in the city 
centre. In order to recover the green areas in the south area of the centre, the old 
Industry House is eliminated and the auto dealership building is relocated in a new 
building, that closes the Main Street and avoids the current discontinuity in this 
point. This new building combines its use with a new car workshop dedicated to elec-
tric vehicles, situating Rødberg as a key point in the course of the Green Corridor.  

03
At both endpoints of Main Street are parking areas for electric vehicles, integrated 
into the landscape with a green roof. Next to the Railway Station,at the Main Street-Lei-
sure Park meeting point, there is a new bus stop, and bus traffic is diversified by side 
street Bråflåtvegen, where there are also parking lots for non-electric vehicles with the 
aim of reducing its traffic and presence on Main Street.

shore side areas

07
The project seeks to provide life and continuity on both sides of the lake and Uvdal 
river. In the same way as in point 06, a series of productive dwellings are proposed 
in continuity with the supermarket, but this houses are associated with local farming 
areas. To allow access to the area, as well as to complete the shore side itinerary, there 
is a new wooden pedestrian bridge that tries to integrate its architecture into its 
natural environment.

08
From program parts that are distributed along the shore, one of the most important 
is the Energy Competence Centre, located on the existing buildings  by the Power 
Plant Nore I. Its proximity to water as well as to the Power Plant allows exploring new 
forms of innovation in fields such as botany, -as appears in this drawing- being able 
to establish links with the Science Center at the other end of the project site and en-
courage the flow between both buildings. 

09
One of the main objectives of the project is to achieve a complete pedestrian route 
around the lake and river that connects all parts of the programme. Along this route, 
there are leisure and social meeting areas as well as several fishing platforms. In 
order to achieve this complete route, the project plans to collaborate with the energy 
company to improve a pedestrian-open cross over the dam.

connections

10
A new pedestrian walkway is proposed to connect Rødberg School, public swim-
ming pool and Bergtun Care Center with the new bus stop -located at the meeting 
point between Main Street and Leisure Park. The aim is to achieve quick, safe and 
direct access between both areas for children and other inhabitants.

11
At the opposite side of Energy Competence Centre there is the Science Centre, crea-
ting a pedestrian flow between both buildings as it has been explained in point 08. 
The Science Centre has direct contact with natural environment, with the aim of be-
coming a starting point for hikes and day-trips for visitors and school groups. From 
it, there is a direct pedestrian access to Skogenberget area, trying to link it with the 
city centre.

12
With the aim of recovering the memory and history of the place, it is proposed to re-
cover the Numedal Railway Line for its use as a green route that communicates Nore 
og Uvdal region through a rail biking netwoork. 

05
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In the search for a transition to a productive and attractive place that becomes a reference node in the te-
rritory, the privileged environment in which Rødberg is located and the available resources on it, allow us 
to work with the existing without breaking into operations outside its cultural and territorial identity. This 
leads us to propose a series of small operations that together act as an organism in constant transformation 
that returns activity into Rødberg in a sustainable way, always looking outwards, to its relations with Nume-
dal valley and its central position on it, in order to establish a programme that better respond to all its inha-
bitants. It is precisely in these inhabitants, in their knowledge, tradition and skills where the proposal seeks 
its success, which is why the word Dugnad is chosen, in reference to the community work of the inhabitants 
of Rødberg as the only way to achieve our goal.

It is in the valley where our proposal begins, studying local traditions, farming, and the rest of productive 
and leisure activities to guide the elements that will be placed in Rødberg. Together with this, the aim is to 
design a project in which science and innovation are prominent, and includes the latest mobility strategies 
being carried out in the region.  

All of this leads us to establish three main strategies that seek to improve Rødberg and its relationship 
with the productive territory, so that it gradually becomes a meeting point of reference in Numedal valley, 
maintaining its activity throughout the year intertwining productive and residential uses in harmony with its 
natural environment and heritage.

Renaturalization 

The proposal aims to bring back the surrounding nature to the city center and several adjacent streets, re-
covering green areas that had been occupied by vehicles or buildings in poor state. At the same time, we 
propose recovering shore side areas to achieve a green route that integrates all the elements of the project.

01

Bokmålsordboka
dugnad m1 (norrønt dugnaðr ‘hjelp’; beslektet med duge) (sam-
menkomst med) felles gratis innsats for å gjøre et arbeid
holde, gjøre dugnad / bedehuset ble reist på dugnad / bygge 
en vei på dugnad

Nynorskordboka
dugnad m., m1 (norrønt dugnaðr ‘hjelp’; av duge, jamfør II 
dovning) (samkome med) felles, gratis innsats for å gjere eit ar-
beid
halde, gjere dugnad / byggje veg på dugnad
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A new program

02

One of the main objectives is to trace connections between different parts that make up Rødberg in order 
to allow them to work together. Starting with Main Street, the proposal seeks to introduce a new safe and 
sustainable mobility plan that carries the activity to other areas, including Rødberg School or Bergtun Care 
Centre. For this operation, it is proposed the improvement of a green ring that runs Rødberg around its lake, 
and includes some new pedestrian bridges and walkways that avoid the isolation of some areas.

As the brief of the competition proposes, the driving force of the action lies in the incorporation of a new 
programme in Rødberg. To do this, we reuse all existing empty buildings and propose the construction of 
new buildings only in necessary cases and using local construction techniques. The proposal incorporates 
an adaptable square that, with minimum resources, tries to respond to multiple situations and become one 
of the first attractions that would guide Rødberg’s transformation.
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Implementation process

The project proposes an implementation process by stages, relying on available resources to achieve an 
economically sustainable development, where the first phases - with a smaller budget - can be carried out 
quickly and soon start to generate activity and profits that can contribute to finance the development of 
subsequent stages. 

Stage 0: Attract
Estimated duration: 6 months

Creating a main social meeting place, capable of 
attracting people from inside and outside Rødberg, 
putting together local production, innovation and 
tradition is the main goal of this stage. For this, we 
propose a sustainable development based on reu-
se and recovery of existing buildings and facilities, 
and the creation of a new adaptable square capa-
ble of responding to any required situation. With a 
minimum effort and a rapid implementation, it will 
provide Rødberg from social activity that will be the 
best starting point for next stages.

Aside from the adaptable square,  the buildings developed in this stage are:

-A new cafe and tourist office at the old train garage.
-A Food Processing Plant at the old Civil Defence Storage Building and The Veterinary.
-A restaurant and a shop adjacent to the Food Processing Plant, placed in a new building by the shore side.
-An storage and multipurpose building in the Fire Department building, whose activity will be moved to a 
New Emergy Response Center that, because of  the presence of fire trucks and the nature of its activity, we 
consider that moving it to a new building complex outside Rødberg centre is the best option. 

Also, we propose recovering the old railway turntable platform to turn it into an spiral ramp that will softly 
communicate Main Street level and Leisure Park area. With it, on the slope next to the main public space, 
there are located new wooden bleachers that will become a good place for leisure and social meeting.

03
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Stage 1: Improve
Estimated duration: 12 months

With the possibility of being developed at the same 
time as stage 0, this stage seeks to improve Main 
Street in order to have a safer area full of activity, 
where pedestrians can enjoy new meeting spaces 
and commerces in direct contact with nature, as 
new green areas and terraces appear in the design 
replacing the current retaining walls. New commer-
ces and aparments are placed on empty buildings 
and electric cars parking lots integrated with nature 
appear at both starting points of the street. 

The buildings developed in this stage are:

-In currently empty buildings: new apartments (Solvang, 2nd floor and Sentrum 14, 2nd floor) and new co-
merces (Sentrum 9, 1st floor and Sentrum 43, 1st floor).
-A new building hosting the auto dealership company (wich is relocated with the Industry house for recove-
ring the green area where they are), along with a new car workshop dedicated to electric cars.
 
The overall design of Main Street includes widening the sidewalks to improve pedestrian space, the crea-
tion of green terraces that replace retaining walls and electric cars parking lots. 

Having created an attraction for inhabitants and se-
cond home dwellers, this last stage seeks to com-
plete the recovery and development of shore side 
green areas, develope new connections and build 
new productive dwellings with workshops/farms 
that will bring new inhabitants to Rødberg and give 
opportunities for local young people. For this buil-
dings, we propose a wooden structure that can be 
developed by local craftsmen continuing local buil-
ding tradition, at the same time that it allows new 
ways of living and space flexibility. 

The buildings developed in this stage are:

-New productive dwellings with workshops at Leisure Park area.
-New hotel programme of rural accomodations in the restored Old Railway Station building.
-An Energy Competency Centre located in the existing administration building, adjacent workshop and 
garage by the Power Plant. 
-A researchers residence at Messa building.
-A science center in a new building in the upper part of the street that will be the starting point for connec-
ting the project with areas such as Skogenberget or the other shore side of Uvdal River.
-New productive dwellings with farming areas at south shore side of Uvdal River.

Aside, this stage will recover the green routes and shore side areas and will create new pedestrian bridges 
and walkways for communicating the city centre with surrounding areas. 

Stage 2: Extend
Estimated duration: 18 months

04
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